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Transcript: Module 4 Lesson 2                                                                               

When Children Struggle 

Welcome to Framework and Formula for Writing Meaningful IEPs. 

This is the fourth module on thinking about what to do when 

children struggle, and in particular, we're on lesson two, which is 

all about when we feel really worried about a child, but we may or 

may not think that they qualify for preschool Special Ed, and/or 

we're really trying to figure out if the need is IEP worthy. I like to 

think of this as "Every child is a triangle," so I really use this mantra 

of thinking about that every child has a need, and that those 

needs will vary across time, situations, and settings. 

So when we think about tiered instruction, or Multi-tiered 

Systems of Support, or even when we think about what is Special 

Ed and what is not Special Ed, we often times think about 

different types of outcomes. I like to think of this as, "What's your 

what?" And so sometimes I have a what is a common outcome for 

all the children that I'm working with. Sometimes I'll have a more 

targeted outcome, that is just for children who might be 

struggling, or where development and learning has stalled. And 
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then lastly, I might have highly individualized outcomes for 

children that have missed a foundational skill, need assistance 

with a prerequisite skill, or they have a barrier to something in 

their development and learning that is keeping them from 

moving forward. 

And so that's where we got this idea that every child is a triangle. 

So it's not that we have a tier one kid, a tier two kid, and a tier 

three kid, but rather we have a child, and that child may have 

needs that are at what we might consider what we called tier 

one, or a common outcome. That same child may struggle at 

times, and that same child may have individualized needs. And 

whether or not that child is found eligible, or whether or not 

those needs become IEP worthy, it is a process that the team 

goes through using other resources found in this course. 

So really, this idea that every child is a triangle is saying that the 

demands of the situation will increase or decrease the likelihood 

that a child needs support. And then, again, we have to think 

about whether or not those needs become IEP worthy. Because 

in general, development and learning goes from doing things that 

are pretty easy, to things that are kind of hard, and so all children 

are going to struggle at some point across the process. We also 

know that development goes from really young things, really 
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early things, really basic things, to older skills; things that are 

harder, things that are more complex, things that only come with 

the passage of time or with age. 

So when we think about why a child is struggling, or why 

development may have stalled, I often call this "the messy 

middle." So even though we're thinking about every child being a 

triangle, and we have different outcomes, and different “what’s 

your what?” for different situations, I'm also going to really 

acknowledge that this is kind of a messy place. This is not always 

clear-cut what we should do. Is it IEP worthy? Is it not IEP 

worthy? But if the team can dive into the messy middle, and stay 

there for just a little while, but we don't want to go, "Hmm, let's 

just stay in the messy middle and see if things get better." We're 

actually going to do things instructionally and support wise, to 

make sure that we jumpstart learning and jumpstart 

development. 

So as we think about, "Why did we end up here? How did we get 

to the messy middle?”- well sometimes a child might be 

struggling learning all the different components of a really 

complex skill. Remember, I said development goes from easy to 

hard, and so sometimes as we get older things get harder, 

because we're putting like skills together, or we're using skills that 

we once could do in really different ways. And so, a child may be 
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missing a component, or may be struggling with a component of 

a complex skill, and so the ‘what’ is not a restatement of the big 

skill that has multiple components, but we zoom in on, and 

support, the component that child is struggling with. 

We all know that development is incredibly interrelated and 

interdependent, and happening concurrently. So sometimes I talk 

about something like a stool that you would sit on having three 

legs, and that those legs need to grow and become strong in kind 

of equal intervals. If one leg gets stronger than another, the other 

two, it doesn't matter how strong they are, my stool will still be 

kind of tipsy. So sometimes I need to say, "Hmm, let's step 

sideways team. What's happening concurrently that's maybe 

impacting this child's performance?". So we look at a concurrent 

skill. Again, even though we're thinking about a component of a 

complex skill, we can even just take any old skill and see that it 

increases in complexity. If you think about language, or motor, or 

executive functioning skills, any of these can start off from kind 

of, "Hmm, you kind of got it," right? But then it's really 

complicated, because now we're thinking about motor planning, 

we're doing it longer, we're doing it faster, we're doing it more 

independently. So there's always some degree of complexity. 
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And if you remember from module four, lesson one, or if you 

haven't looked at that yet you might want to revisit, or look at the 

zig zag process, to really think about, "Have there been times 

where I've increased the complexity, increased the demands of 

the situation, and now the child looks like they might have a 

disability or a delay, but really it's just that I haven't scaffolded, or 

supported the child enough as I'm moving to a new or more 

complex skill?". Even like something moving from responding to 

initiating can be a big jump for kids, and so they might look like 

they're struggling there, and we go, "Hmm, is this now IEP 

worthy?" Maybe, maybe not, we really need to think about how 

can we support as the skill becomes more complex. 

There's also some patterns that we look for in our data, and in 

module four, lesson three, we talk about different patterns in 

terms of things that reoccur, things that I can maybe even 

predict. And one of those is the quality of a child's performance. 

So in module four, lesson three, you can learn more about 

patterns. But right now, what we're thinking about is that the 

quality of a child's performance might be actually what they're 

struggling with. So it doesn't have to be a new skill, a concurrent 

skill, a component of a skill, but rather the skill, and how the child 

performs it. They might do it too loud, too soft, too fast, too slow, 

too much effort, too little effort. So any time we see that ‘too’ 
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we're really thinking about, "Hmm, there might be something 

going on with the quality of the performance”. 

We might also be thinking about use. And so, in module three we 

really explored what matters, what's meaningful, what does the 

child need to participate in most or all activities? And so, 

sometimes we talk about that as generalized; a child uses this skill 

across settings, across people, across time, across materials. So 

again, when a child is struggling, or development has stalled in 

some way, it might mean that we're not really at the acquisition 

phase, we're not even at a fluency stage, and we're certainly not 

at being automatic. We're just still using the skill in the situations 

when it's needed. And so what the instruction might need to 

jumpstart is helping the child adapt the skill to different 

situations, or materials, or people, but also to remember to use 

that skill across people, time, materials, and settings. 

And then another pattern that we'll explore, or you have seen in 

module four, lesson three, is this idea of latency. Latency also was 

a construct that we thought of when we thought of the criteria 

for an IEP worthy goal. And we said, "Oh, a latency is how quickly, 

or the amount of time it takes between the stimulus, or 

antecedent, and when the child demonstrates the targeted 

outcome, or the desired behavior. So latency can often times be 

something where a child has sort of no latency, and just acts. And 
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it could also be where the child takes a really long time to act, and 

that can be the issue of why a child is struggling, or where 

development looks like it has stalled. 

You might be asking yourself, "Okay, so I get all of this, but how 

do I figure out ‘what's my what’? And you went pretty quickly 

across those different things between a component of 

something, something that's concurrent, generalized use, where 

can I learn more about this? I know I can go to module four, 

lesson three, and think more about the patterns, but how do I 

really figure out ‘what's my what’ for different children in the 

same activity? Some kids think that this is fabulous, is a great 

match, other kids are like, 'I'm not so sure that you've met my 

learning needs within this activity.'" So as a bonus for module 

four, lesson two, you want to make sure that you check out a 

chapter1 that I wrote with my colleagues, Dr. Jennifer Grisham-

Brown2, and Mary Louise Hemmeter3, where we explore this idea 

of tiered outcomes, the common outcomes, the targeted 

outcomes, and the individualized outcomes. In particular, check 

out table 3.2 from the chapter in your bonus materials for module 

four, lesson two, and you'll get lots and lots of examples of ‘what's 

your what’ when children's development has stalled, or when 

they're really struggling. 
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